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In preparing this paper, the author turned first to Science
Reference Notes which is an interesting and useful tool to any-
one concerned with scientific and technical reference materials
and a ready launching platform for the points which follow.
Published by the science libraries of Columbia University, this
is a thorough-going report on new reference materials in the
sciences. Since most of the science libraries at Columbia con-
tribute to it, the annotations reflect the special concern and
interests often lacking in the broader surveys of reference ma-
terials.
During a three year period, less than half the time under
consideration in this paper, Science Reference Notes listed
and annotated over three hundred separate works. Since 1950,
using the same basis of selection as the editors of Science Ref-
erence Notes, nearly one thousand scientific and technical ref-
erence works have appeared. Obviously, space does not per-
imit a thorough description of all these but this growth does
| point up the changes in scientific literature since the beginning
'of World War II. These changes stem from three primary fac-
itors: (1) the tremendous increase of the literature itself; (2)the
problem of the foreign language publications; and (3) the emer-
gence of new types of materials, such as "Reports
ir which be-
1
gan during the war.
The increase of scientific and technical literature is large-
ly a result of the increase in scientific and technical serial
publications. It has been estimated that in 1955 more than
1 3/4 million articles appeared in more than 30, 000 journals,
of which some expert- -probably self-appointed- -has said"3/4
of a million articles in 15,000 journals are worth preserving. "
In the field of chemistry alone, Chemical Abstracts indexes
and abstracts more than 7,000 journals. A hundred years ago
there were several chemists, including Remsen in this country,
who were reputed to keep up with every article published in the
world's chemical journals. Today it has been calculated that if
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a man were to devote his entire time to reading the chemical
literature, and were to spend eight hours a day five days a
week, for an entire year, --at the end of this time, he would al-
ready be ten years behind schedule. All of this stems from
the fact that science and technology are overwhelmingly cumu-
lative subject areas, in which the sum total of knowledge is
based upon millions of separate contributions, one upon the
other, across the years. It was recently estimated that more
scientific work has been done in the past thirty-five years than
in all the centuries which went before, and that in chemistry,
more work has been done in the last eighteen years than in all
the previous history of the field. This is the strength of the
structure, and at the same time, currently its weakness. The
problem becomes increasingly, not so much a matter of deter-
mining whether certain information is available, but rather
where it is, and how to find it. There are countless instances
of duplicated effort, and wasted time resulting from either the
innate difficulty of finding pertinent literature on scientific or
technical subjects, or from the natural impatience of the sci-
entific and technical man with so tedious a matter as literature
searching. For example, a government sponsored project
employed a team of research people for ten years, only to dis-
cover at the end of that time, that Japanese investigators had
tackled and solved the problem twenty years earlier. Another
research chemist recently reported that his agency had been
at work on a problem for more than a year, only to open a
Chinese journal by accident, and find a detailed report and so-
lution dealing with the very same problem. Too often in sci-
ence today, the left hand does not know what the right hand is
doing.
Serial publications, such as, the proceedings, bulletins
and journals of scientific societies; trade journals; annual re-
views; house organs, and the searching tools which the science
reference librarian uses, are the heart and core of the techni-
cal library. This is so much the case that a "research library"
can often be defined in terms of the proportion of bound vol-
umes of serials to the total number of volumes in the collec-
tion. If the serials approach something like 65 per cent of the
total number of volumes in the library, it is probably a "re-
search collection. " Andrew Osborn of the Harvard University
Library estimated such a proportion to be true even of such
large research libraries as the Harvard Library and the Li-
brary of Congress.
Since the appearance of the first scientific journals in
1665, about 100,000 different serial titles have appeared- -
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some to stay on the scene for three hundred years and others
to disappear after a few issues. An increasingly apparent
characteristic of the literature of the sciences is the publica-
tion of its findings and its data in journals rather than in books,
for books are always limited in the amount of information they
can cover, and are likely to go out-of-date quickly. Studies
have been made, based upon the number of citations in a wide
range of bibliographies, which refer to articles published in
journals, compared to the number of citations referring to
books. The results would indicate that in chemistry, about 93
per cent of everything now published, appears in journals, then
in descending order of concentration, come physics, the bio-
logical sciences and mathematics. Even in mathematics the
proportion is about 45 per cent in the journals, compared with
55 per cent of the published mathematical literature in books.
Because of the all-important role of mathematics in recent
years, in all areas of research, and the amount of current ap-
plied mathematical research, this figure is also rapidly shift-
ing and may be reversed by this time, bringing just about
every broad scientific and technical discipline across the 50
per cent line.
Since this predominance of scientific and technological se-
rial literature causes many of the technical libraries' problems,
the development of various abstracts and indexes, the primary
tools to this literature, will be considered first.
Chemical Abstracts is perhaps the finest such tool in all
the sciences, and perhaps in any field of knowledge. It now
covers more than 7, 000 journals, and is preparing the next
decennial index covering the ten- year period 1946-56. The
work being done is still of superb quality, but it has problems,
chiefly economic, which are now beginning to beset libraries,
too, as part of a chain reaction. Its price for the annual ser-
vice was raised in recent years, because of a recurring defi-
cit of nearly one-half million dollars --which is too much even
for the richest scientific society in the world to bear. More-
over, the new decennial index, which will appear in some nine-
teen volumes, will cost in the neighborhood of $1, 000. 00. The
problem for many medium- sized libraries become quite ob-
vious. If Chemical Abstracts continues to do its job adequate-
ly, it will price itself out of the market, and so far as librar-
ians are concerned, will gradually limit research and refer-
ence work in chemistry to the largest and most affluent li-
braries. Moreover, within the last few weeks, the Executive
Board of the American Chemical Society has announced that
this decennial index is the last one to be issued by the Society,
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a rather mournful commentary on the economic realities in-
volved. And this is only one of many fields in science and tech-
nology. What is really needed is a universal tool which will do
for all fields of science somewhat the same quality and quan-
tity job Chemical Abstracts does for its own area. How to meet
the cost of such a tool, if Chemical Abstracts itself has become
too expensive, is difficult to answer. However, many billions
are spent annually for research and it would seem logical that
some of these funds should be earmarked for controlling the
literature which flows from it in such torrents. As yet no at-
tempt at such a project in the English language has been made,
except for the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature
and the Royal Society Catalogue, but roughly in the period un-
der consideration, two efforts have been launched, one in
French and one in Russian.
The Bulletin Analytique, begun in 1940, with a change of
title to Bulletin Signal^tique in 1956, is a French effort to
centralize scientific abstracting services and to publish ab-
stracts that cover all the sciences, in one journal. It makes
some concessions, however, by disregarding agriculture,
engineering and medicine and concentrating on the so-called
pure and applied sciences- -outside these limits. French uni-
versity theses and dissertations and reports of scientific con-
gresses are also covered. However, the abstracts are very
brief, amounting in many cases only to a sentence or two.
The service is very prompt, and this is its chief advantage, for
it permits the user to scan current research and the newbooks.
It has an annual author index, but no subject index- -once again
reducing its usefulness.
On another level, and undoubtedly a much more important
universal scientific abstracting service, is the Russian series
of Referativnyi Zhurnal. Begun during the fifties and now
swinging into full stride, this publication abstracts, in sepa-
rate series, the world literature of astronomy and geodesy,
biology, physics, geology and geography, chemistry, biologi-
cal chemistry, mathematics, and mechanics. Judging by the
speed with which this program has developed, more is still to
come, making it eventually, a truly universal abstracting tool
for all of science and technology. In typical totalitarian fash-
ion, the Soviet Institute of Scientific Information was estab-
lished in Moscow with some 1, 500 people assigned to it to
handle this mammoth abstracting responsibility. All series
have the same general organization, --each issue with an au-
thor index and non-Russian authors given in both the Russian
and Latin alphabet. The abstracts themselves are all in Rus-
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sian, but for non-Russian papers the title and authors' names
are given in the original language. There are annual indexes
by author and subject. Dissertations are abstracted, books
are reviewed, and some newspaper articles are abstracted. A
feature of some of the sections is the inclusion of a Chinese
index in Chinese characters. This Russian coverage of litera-
ture emanating from presently inaccessible areas (from the
American point of view) is already an important and significant
contribution and it shows every sign of increasing in signifi-
cance. There are some encouraging indications of a coopera-
i
tive spirit among these Russian scientists which may have
promise for the future. The Applied Mechanics Reviews, pub-
lished in this country and concerned with a subject area of
great importance in this age of guided missiles and rocket
ships, has worked out an agreement recently, in which many
reviews taken from the Referativnyi will be carried in the
A. M. R.
, bearing the original Referativnyi number. The
Referativnyi will forward copies or microfilms of the original
articles to A. M. R.
,
thus making available to American re-
searchers a variety of iron and bamboo curtain publications,
otherwise difficult to obtain. In return A. M. R . will send micro-
film of articles indexed in its pages which are desired by the
Referativnyi editors.
With all this emphasis upon Russian and other languages,
the translation problems have increased in the fifties. The
number of Russian journals covered in Chemical Abstracts has
steadily grown, and two weeks ago Biological Abstracts an-
nounced that in 1958 coverage of Russian biological research
literature will be doubled through the generous assistance of
the Foreign Science Information Program of the National Sci-
ence Foundation, providing the funds for translation. In 1953,
the first Bibliography of Translations from Russian Scientific
and Technical Literature appeared, issued by the Scientific
Translations Center at the Library of Congress. The old file
of the Special Libraries Association Translations , maintained
at several locations by the S. L. A. , was taken over by John
Crerar in 1954, and the first volume of the S.L. A. Translation
Monthly appeared in 1955, covering languages other than Rus-
sian. Beginning in January, 1957, this Science Translation
Center of S. L. A. assumed services formerly provided by the
Library of Congress Center, and all Russian translations from
L.C. were added to the S.L. A. Center at John Crerar. This
journal, Translation Monthly, now appears regularly, classified
by subject, with an author index in each issue. Copies of the
original papers, when available are loaned to other libraries,
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at a fee, and photostats or microfilm copies may be ordered
directly from the Center.
In the British Isles the Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research began in 1949 the Translated Contents Lists of
Russian Periodicals. This publication now covers something
under fifty Russian journal titles with a translated title for
each article in each issue of these journals. The periodicals
covered are broadly of scientific and technical interest to in-
dustry, and no attempt is made to include agricultural and
medical titles. The July, 1957, issue announced a scheme for
cooperative translation of articles appearing in this selected
list, by volunteering to participate in the cost of translation
whenevertwo or more requests are received for full translation.
The A. M. R. used the translations of titles made by this Brit-
ish organization for its own listing of Russian articles taken
from the Referativnyi, and in return, will send the D.S.I.R.
microfilm of all items received directly from the Russian jour-
nals .
All of this may seem to give undue emphasis to a special
and limited problem in the scientific literature but there is
every indication that it will be one of the most serious prob-
lems in the years ahead. Machine translation is also moving
ahead with great impetus.
There would seem to be considerable confusion about the
quality of Russian scientific work, for at times it is overem-
phasized, and occasionally minimized. Both have their dan-
gers. The truth probably is that Russian work has the usual
spread, wherever great quantities of research and reporting
are involved-
-everything from poor to excellent quality. Some
chemists report that in various fields of chemical technology
where the Russians are relative newcomers, the work is often
hasty, and untidy. On the other hand in fields where Russians
have long been preeminent, such as in many divisions of ap-
plied mechanics, the work is as good or better than anything
else in the world. In a field such as elasticity, for instance,
this should not come as a surprise, for even the standard
American work in this field bears a Russian name on the title
page--Timoshenko--a scientist who emigrated from Russia
long before the current regime was established in power.
Sometimes, however, a surprising development occurs, such
as the American petroleum team, invited to Russia to visit
the oil fields, that saw everywhere in these fields a working
and efficient turbine-driven drill, and came home with speci-
mens, which are now at work in United States' fields.
Those who work with scientific and technical reference
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materials are aware of another trouble spot which was born
during the war and which remains, growing in size, and in
problems. These are the so-called "Reports," numbering
hundreds of thousands, published by many organizations and
institutions, generally on contract for government agencies.
These "Reports" have been restricted, confidential, top-secret,
secretoften available in only one copy, even when released
from restriction- -and were often rarely circulated in more
than a few copies. The Bibliography of Technical Reports with
its successor title, U.S. Government Research Reports,
has been generally the only approach to these reports, though
some could be located through Nuclear Science Abstracts.
These have been unsatisfactory and often frustrating to use,
though they are now improving. In 1953, the S.L.A. issued a
Correlation Index: Document Series and P. B. Reports, edited
by Gretchen Runge, which helps to find the government P. B.
number when only the number assigned by the issuing agency
is known. It lists the abbreviations given to the agencies, al-
phabetically, with the series numbers and the corresponding
P. B. numbers. This index covers the first seventeen volumes
of the Bibliography of Technical Reports, however, trouble is
(still involved, because the Bibliography does not publish in the
order of their P. B. numbers.
Another service offered by the Technical Information Ser-
Vice is an Index to P. B. Reports listed in volumes 11-22 of the
U.S. Government Research Reports. This is a paper-back
spiral bound index and includes a numerical and correlation
index, a key to documents series abbreviations, and several
'Special lists covering patents, Russian translations, and re-
view reports from the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the Field Intel-
ligence Agency Technical. There is now also a current month-
ly service under the same title which has annual and semi-
annual cumulations .
The U.S. Armed Services Technical Information Agency
also began in 1953 a Title Announcement Bulletin, listing week-
ly unclassified reports in all fields of science which are avail-
able through the A.S. T.I. A. This is, however, designed for
distribution to contractors only and the originals are available
only to "qualified persons.
"
A much more cheerful prospect is afforded by the Rand
Corporation Index of Publications, issued yearly, covering a
wide range of research activities concerned with the security
and public welfare of the United States. All these publications
have been deposited with forty libraries throughout the country,
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on the condition that they be loaned on interlibrary loan to oth-
er libraries. This is an example of a special series of "Re-
ports" competently and sensibly handled.
Turning to new abstracts, both general and special, sev-
eral have been issued with new titles, or changed titles. Tech-
nisches Zentralblatt began publication in 1951. It was design-
ed to cover the applied sciences and engineering. Starting with
electrotechnology in 1951 it is now abstracting about seven hun-
dred periodicals in this field. Other sections of technology are
gradually added and this tool will eventually include chemical
technology, building and construction, textiles, mining, heat
treatment of metals, and other topics. It follows the general
scheme of Chemisches Zentralblatt and is arranged by class
with an author index.
To replace the British Abstracts (discontinued in 1953),
formerly British Chemical Abstracts, several new British
publications have appeared. One is the Journal of Applied
Chemistry which began in 1954 with a large abstract section.
A second which appeared in the same year is the Current
Chemical Papers which is a classified world list of new papers
in pure chemistry. Only titles are given in this monthly pub-
lication, but this has some advantages over full abstracts be-
cause it is promptly published and in a rapidly developing field
this service can be quite important. Still a third substitute for:
parts of British Abstracts is Analytical Abstracts, issued by
the Society of Analytical Chemistry, beginning in 1954. It
covers all fields of analytical chemistry. With all the troubles,
economic and practical, which beset the great abstracts, their
necessity is obvious because as soon as they die another title,
(or more likely, several titles) are immediately born to take
the place of the deceased.
Perhaps the most remarkable abstract and bibliography
appear in the fifties is the Meteorological Abstracts and Bib-
liography published by the American Meteorological Society.
Begun in 1950, this abstract is divided into three parts, one
giving abstracts of current meteorological material, the sec-
ond dealing with cumulative annotated bibliographies of special
topics such as hail, tornadoes, icing, etc. These bibliogra-
phies are retrospective, broad in coverage, and extremely
useful. Part three of the Meteorological Abstracts deals with
recent accessions, noting new materials in meteorology.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines during this period has begun
publication of two new useful titles, the Geophysical Abstracts,
now transferred to the U.S . Geological Survey, and the Syn-
thetic Liquid Fuel Abstracts. Both are concerned with very
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live subject areas of great importance in this period of intense
geophysical exploration and research in new types of fuels.
A privately sponsored Crerar Metals Abstracts, starting
in 1952 and dealing with limited areas in metallurgy, has also
made a real contribution in the last few years.
The American Geological Society began in 1953 the publi-
cation of Geological Abstracts which serves to supplement to
some extent the Bibliography of North American Geology which
is usually late in appearing. Each of eleven cooperating jour-
nals supplies abstracts which are then arranged alphabetically
by author under the title and issue of each journal. It has sev-
eral disadvantages which restrict its usefulness --the subject
index is too broad and the number of journals abstracted is
very limited.
In connection with the whole field of scientific abstract
publishing, guides to the sources of abstracts are needed now,
too. Besterman's Index Bibliographicus, Vol. I, Science and
Technology, 1952, is an international directory of current
periodical abstracts and bibliographies. It was published by
UNESCO. AnS.L.A. Bibliography no. 9, which appeared in
;1955, is called Bibliography of Engineering and Abstracting
[Services and is a very useful compilation. In Great Britain
the Royal Society issued in 1950 a ninety-five page booklet
called List of Periodicals and Bulletins Containing Abstracts
Published in Great Britain. This gives in an appendix a par-
itial list for the British Commonwealth countries.
Increasingly, the technical reference librarian needs to
know the special abstracting sources which round out and sup-
plement the broader general abstracts and indexes, if only to
refer them to his questioner. In many cases they are attrac-
tive enough to people and institutions working in very restrict-
ed fields that such people will be interested in securing these
services for their own organizations, even if a library feels
that it cannot add them.
Union catalogs of periodicals and serials are vitally im-
portant to scientific and technical libraries. They are signifi-
cant not only for the matter of locating titles, but also for the
purpose of identifying and verifying titles in this day of scien-
tific journal proliferation. Even union lists from Australia,
such as the Union Catalogue of the Scientific and Technical
-Periodicals in the Libraries of Australia and the UNESCO List
of Scientific and Technical Journals Published in South East
Asia, one dealing with foreign serials in Swiss libraries, and
a union list of periodicals in New Zealand libraries, can serve
a very useful purpose. Of course, the Serial Titles issued by
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the Library of Congress are widely known and used. In Great
Britain two publications in this field are worth mentioning. One
is an old standby, the World Lis^ of Scientific Periodicals,
1900-1950, now available in a third edition and the other is the
British Union Catalogue of Periodicals, the first two volumes
of which appeared in 1955. This is a record of the periodicals
from the seventeenth century to the present day (in whatever
language and whatever subject). A new feature to the World
List is the inclusion of data of some titles not held in any Brit-
ish libraries, and also an English index to subject words of
international congresses.
Another group of publications, usually called "Guides, "
deal with specific and limited areas of science and technology.
Since 1950, two supplements have appeared to the Hawkins 1
Scientific and Technical Books Published in the U.S.A. The high
caliber of the printing and legibility remains the same as in
the original edition and the full, carefully organized annotations
are continued in these supplements. For a library working
with any aspect of scientific and technical books in the United
States, this is an essential and invaluable guide, a useful book
for selection, for appraisal, and for literature searches.
Spurred on by the example offered by Hawkins, the British in
1956 produced ASLIB's British Scientific and Technical Books
. . . 1935- 1 952. This brings up to date the only previous exten- !
sive bibliography of British books in this field which was the
Catalogue of British Scientific and Technical Books, published
nearly thirty years ago, in 1930. It attempts to cover the most
important and useful books published between 1935 and 1952
and is based largely on the Booklist published by ASLIB since
1935. There is still a gap, therefore, between 1930 and 1935,
but the British National Bibliography will provide the searcher
with coverage for the period after 1952.
In guides to the literature of science there are a number
of excellent aids published since 1950, in addition to the Sci-
ence Reference Notes which was previously described. At the
University of Illinois, Frances B. Jenkins published in 1954
a mimeographed classified list of great usefulness, entitled
Science Reference Sources. It is concerned with all the sci-
ences and industrial arts by various type categories: diction-
aries, encyclopedias, bibliographies, etc. Another such guide
was issued by Thomas Fleming at Columbia University in 1952,
called a Guide to the Literature of Science. This guide is less
extensive than Mrs. Jenkins 1 since it excludes agriculture,
engineering, and medicine.
The much lamented George Sarton in 1952 wrote A Guide
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to the History of Science which is much more than the title
might indicate. There are notes on the older encylopedias,
biographical sketches, lists of international congresses with
their dates, discussion of the various journals, all written in
Mr. Sarton's inimitable style. It is a delightful and most use-
ful reference work.
In physics, Robert Whitford published in 1954 a guide call-
ed Mvysi^slji/terature. It is a survey of physics literature at
the college level, based upon a variety of approaches --the bib-
liographical, experimental, mathematical, educational, and
so on. It is an excellent little book which can profitably be
used with Parke's Guide to the Literature of Mathematics and
Physics, published in 1947. Chemistry has always been well
supplied with literature guides, when compared with the other
sciences. In the last seven years two new works have appear-
ed, as well as a new edition of one of the best ever published.
The American Chemical Society Division of Chemical Litera-
ture issued in 1951, as no. 4 of its Advances in Chemistry se-
ries, a title called Searching the Chemical Literature. This is
a somewhat different approach than the other chemical guides
follow, since it is made up of some twenty-four separate pa-
pers on different kinds of literature searching. George Dyson's
Short Guide to Chemical Literature is a British contribution in-
tended for the student and constituting a brief guide to the main
sources of chemical literature used in research. A new edition
of the best literature guide in chemistry, Crane and Patterson's
Guide to the Literature of Chemistry appeared this year. Pub-
lished in 1927 as the first comprehensive work in its field, by
two distinguished literature chemists, this edition is largely
the work of the third author, Eleanor B. Marr. All of the fine
qualities of the earlier edition have been retained but it has
been brought thoroughly up-to-date even to the inclusion of ma-
terials after the book was prepared for press. It is a model
work of its sort and reveals something new at every examina-
tion. Sarton's work and this one are far more than compila-
tions; for they reflect the learning, experience, and wisdom of
their distinguished authors on almost every page.
The first comprehensive guides to appear in geology were
published in 1951 and 1953. R. M. Pearl's Guide to the Geo-
logic Literature is a handsome, comprehensive book, organ-
ized into three sections dealing with research methods, li-
brary facilities, and specific types of materials. The experts
say that it failed to stress the regional approach to geology, as
well as underemphasized governmental series and maps. Brian
Mason's Literature of Geology serves to complement Pearl's
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book in these respects, at least to some extent, for its ar-
rangement is based upon a regional division- -world, continent,
and country classification. So where a previous void existed
there are now two aids, not duplicating each other but making
up for each other's deficiencies. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case.
In the biological and medical sciences, while there is
nothing to equal the chemical guides, there are several new
publications: R.C. Smith's Guide to the Literature of the Zo-
ological Sciences, second edition; Jones and Doe's Handbook
of Medical Library Practice, second edition; and Robert S.
Daniels and C. M. Louttit's Professional Problems in Psych-
ology. This last book has two sections comprising a guide to
the literature of psychology and forming in part, a revision
and expansion of Louttit's earlier Handbook of Psychological
Literature, published in 1932. The 1955 Harvard List of
Books on Psychology is also useful in this area.
Milek's Guide to Foreign Sources of Metallurgical Litera-
ture is concerned with associations, periodicals, abstract ser-
vices, standardizing agencies, statistical sources, metallurgi-
cal books, bibliographies, etc., and brings up-to-date the ma-
terial in Rimbach's How to Find Metallurgical Information
which appeared in 1936.
In turning now to some of the special interest bibliog-
raphies in particular scientific and technical areas, J. L.
Thornton's Scientific Books, Libraries and Collections; A
Study of Bibliography and the Book Trade in Relation to Science
deals with the history of science. Somewhat earlier, Thornton
had written a similar book for the history of the medical liter-
ature and the collecting of medical source material. These two
books taken together fill a definite need in the areas of science
and medicine. There is a growing interest in scientific his-
tory, evidenced by the establishment of several History of
Science departments in midwestern universities in recent years
and by the growth and expansion of the journals dealing with
the history of science; these books will provide a new impetus
to the movement. Thornton outlines the production, distribu-
tion, and storage of scientific literature from the earliest
times and describes in a delightful fashion those books and
journals which have played vital roles in the advancement of
scientific thinking. It is an organized, fully documented, run-
ning account of the epochal books in scientific history. Weeks'
Discovery of the Elements and Terek's Scientific Expeditions
will also be of interest to those working in the history of sci-
ence.
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The Bibliography of Solid Adsorbents, 1943 to 1953, pub-
lished in 1956 by the U.S. Bureau of Standards, is an example
of a bibliography of an extremely technical subject. The actual
definition of adsorption is not likely to be known by anyone
without a scientific or technical background, however, this
1, 528 page book is a badly needed and welcome addition to the
reference shelf. It brings up-to-date a previous bibliography
covering the period of 1900-42, and affords an excellent ex-
ample of the way the technical literature multiplies. The
earlier forty year period had only half the entries found in the
last ten year period. Adsorption, (not to be confused with ab-
sorption and sounding like an extremely limited topic to the
average ear), obviously has wide application and interest in
science and industry. The technical reference librarian must
always be alert to the fact that although he has only the vaguest
knowledge of a term suddenly sprung on him, he may well find
a 1, 500 page bibliography dealing with it. Another example of
the specialized bibliography is Margaret R. Murray's Bibliog-
raphy of the Research in Tissue Culture 1884-1950; An Intro -
due tion to the Literature of the Living Cell Cultivated in Vitro.
This work fills two volumes, lists 15, 000 articles from 1,035
journals, with cross indexing, making a total of 86, 000 entries.
Electronics is a very familiar term in this period which
is sometimes called the "Electronic Age. " However, elec-
tronics is hardly one subject anymore but has many specialties.
Wayne B.Nottingham in his Bibliography on Physical Electron-
ics felt constrained to indicate that in his 428 page bibliography
he was not covering industrial electronics, for one instance.
He limits himself, moreover, to papers appearing between
1930 and 1950 with only occasional mention of any papers be-
tween 1900 and 1930. Specialization has gone a lot further in
many other fields, for example, the Journal of Physical Chem-
istry was a newcomer in chemistry not too many decades ago,
but now the Journal of Chemical Physics divides further an
already well-divided subject. Mathematics, biology, and
physics have always had a large supply of journals but now
there is a well-defined field of mathematical-bio-physics with
its own literature and its own journal.
Since this is the International Geophysical Year, two bib-
liographies on the Artie and the Antaractic should be pointed
out. The first was published by the U.S. Department of De-
fense under the direction of the Arctic Institute of North Amer-
ica, and the other by the U.S. Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Navy Department. The Arctic Bibliography, in seven volumes,
is a mammoth undertaking, covering everything dealing with
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the Arctic including the geophysical sciences, geographical
sciences, biological sciences, geographical exploration, and
many others. It is arranged somewhat like Nickle's Index of
North American Geology, (by author in chronological order,
with a detailed subject index) and should be an inexhaustible
source of references wherever the Arctic is in question. The
Antarctic Bibliography is much more limited, simply because
the available literature is more limited. It lists, however,
5,500 items, classified with an author index. The present in-
vestigations in Antarctica by cooperating nations throughout
the world should serve to increase the total amount of informa-
tion about the southern extremity of the globe, but for the time
being the Antarctic Bibliography will serve a very useful pur-
pose.
Another topic of interest in the International Geophysical
Year is that of meteorites. Harrison Brown published in 1953
a Bibliography of Meteorites as the first volume of a three
volume work which should stand for many years as the defini-
tive bibliography in its field. This volume is a chronologically
arranged bibliography of world literature on meteorites and
related subjects. The volumes to come will contain alphabet-
ical and geographical indexes of all meteorites, tables of chem-
ical analysis, and tables of locations for meteorites in various
collections. The articles in volume one have been extracted
from 1, 068 technical journals and 840 books.
In the biological-medical sciences, a number of bibliog-
raphies are of general interest:
(1) A Bibliography of Infantile Paralysis, 1789-1949, ed-
ited by Fishbein and Salmonsen and published by the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in 1951. This is a second
revised edition and is a chronological list, on an international
scale, including periodical and monograph references.
(2) Classified Bibliography of Gerontology and Geriatrics
by Nathan W. Shock, 1951. This is a six hundred page bibliog-
raphy dealing with a topic of great current interest in all its
aspects from biochemistry to its social implications.
(3) Raymond Irwin's British Bird Books; An Index to
British Ornithology, A. D. 1481 to A. D. 1948, published by
Grafton in London in 1951.
(4) Selman A. Waksman's The Literature of Streptomy-
cin, 1944-52, a second edition with nearly 6, 000 references.
(5) The Aureomycin Bibliography and Index, issued by the
Lederle Laboratories in 1952. This covers 3,102 references
with an author and subject index.
(6) Sophie V. Stephens' Annotated Bibliography of Radio
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Biology, 1953. This was published by the U.S.A. E.G. Tech-
nical Information Service and covers material issued between
1932 and 1951. In view of the concern about fall-out a bibliog-
graphy of this sort should be a timely tool.
Bibliographical tools for atomic energy were quick to
appear after the war and with the publication of Nuclear Sci-
ence Abstracts, the system of depositories set up by the
A. E.G.
,
the fairly speedy publication of monographs and se-
ries of monographs dealing with all available aspects of nucle-
ar science, the technical literature requirements have been
fairly well met and controlled. In the popular or more general
approach several bibliographies are now available. The United
Nations Atomic Energy Commission group prepared in 1950-51
an International Bibliography of Atomic Energy, 1925-1949 in
two volumes. A supplement appeared in 1952. This work sur-
veys the literature dealing with the political, economic, and
social aspects of atomic energy- -as well as the scientific as-
pects. Jane E. Boswell, in 1955, made available a quite
popular guide to books and pamphlets, visual aids, and journal
articles, called A Bibliography of Current Materials Dealing
with Atomic Power and Related Atomic Energy Subjects for
Non- specialists and Lay Persons. It can be used by anyone
with an intelligent interest in the subject but who is not con-
cerned with the myriad of extremely technical materials which
make up the bulk of its published literature.
In engineering, two bibliographies are worth noting, one
definitely intended for the specialist, and the other with broad-
er possibilities. John L. Houghton's Constitutional Diagrams
of Alloys; a Bibliography has been recommended for any li-
brary concerned with metallurgy, metallography, or allied
subjects. It supersedes the previous edition and brings data
in an important field of metallography up to the middle of 1955.
A feature is the comprehensive list of Russian references for
1954-55 which was supplied largely by the U.S.S.R. Academy
of Sciences. The other book, published in 1957, deals with
the literature of hydrology- erosion, drought, evaporation,
farm ponds, drainage, ground water, and many other topics of
interest in soil science, forestry, agriculture, geology, and
engineering. It was prepared by the American Geophysical
Union, published by the U.S. Government Printing Office, and
was called Annotated Bibliography on Hydrology 1941-1950.
The first of three works of quite general and popular ap-
peal which will close this bibliographical listing is the Index
to Handicrafts by Lovell and Hall which first appeared in 1936,
with a supplement in 1943, and another in 1950. Once again
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this old stand-by attempts to cover the field of published hand-
icraft material and affords a fine bibliography of books, jour-
nals, and other materials, with a subject index to selected
items within them. It is the kind of popular, useful index which
should be in every library, large and small. Waldo Lincoln's
American Cookery Books, 1742-1860 is a revision of an ear-
lier work done at the American Antiquarian Society in Wor-
chester. Published in 1954, it lists 740 titles of which some
250 are new in this edition. The arrangement is chronological
with full bibliographical information for the student or the col-
lector, and it locates copies of the books cited in twenty- four
libraries. For the enthusiast about guns and shooting, Ray-
mond Riling's book, Guns and Shooting; A Selected Chronolog-
ical Bibliography, covers a wide range of topics, including
works on artillery, bombs, fireworks and rockets, firearms
in war and in sport, works on ballistics and gunmaking. Both
the craftsman and the collector will be interested.
The encyclopedic treatment in the sciences, for obvious
reasons, has always been a difficult, and seldom completely
successful task. In many fields the growing number of com-
prehensive handbooks serve in the place of encyclopedias, as
the German Handbiicher in chemistry and physics have served
for many years. Even today the new edition of the Handbuch
der Physik now appearing regularly in a substantial edition,
serves as an encyclopedia for all fields of physics though its
arrangement is quite different from the traditional encyclope-
dia. It has the additional advantage for the American user in
that it is now written partly in English and partly in German.
The Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology is now
complete in fifteen volumes (supplement announced for 1957)
in a handsome, legible, well-printed set with excellent bibliog-
raphies and is a chemical and chemical engineering tool which
has no counterpart in English. Thorpe's so-called Dictionary
of Applied Chemistry, recently completing its fourth edition in
twelve volumes, is Kirk-Othmer's closest rival. Again these
two works supplement one another, with Thorpe emphasizing
British and European practice with a broader range of entries,
and Kirk-Othmer reflecting its essentially American editorship
and fewer, more comprehensive articles. These are ideal
technical reference works which any library able to do so,
should purchase and make available to its users.
The excellent German Ullmann Encyclopedia of Technical
Chemistry is now issuing a revision of the older encyclopedia
which was well known to chemists working in the literature.
Publication began in 1951 and it is still in progress. Rbmpps
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Chemie Lexikon is also appearing in a third edition. So, as is
usual, the chemists seem to be better provided for than any
other scientific workers.
Some other encyclopedias for chemists and chemical en-
gineers which are now available in new works or new editions
are as follows: George L. Clarke's Encyclopedia of Chemistry
which is a fairly successful attempt at a one-volume encyclo-
pedia with remarkably condensed treatment of a wide range of
chemical topics. It includes chemical biographies, decrip-
tions of various research institutes and agencies, and in gen-
eral is a useful, quick guide to many aspects of chemistry
which are sometimes difficult to find in the many-volumed
standard chemical encyclopedias. A German work, one of the
most important reference works in organic laboratory proce-
dures, is the Houben-Weyl Methoden der Qrganischen Chemie,
now in its fourth edition, which will appear eventually in four-
teen volumes. In inorganic chemistry there is a new edition
of Pascal's Inorganic Chemistry in French which attempts to
describe all the elements and their compounds as well as their
industrial aspects. Its bibliographies are excellent.
M.C. Sneed and J. Maynard began an eleven volume proj-
ect in 1953 called Comprehensive Inorganic Chemistry which
will be more of an advanced textbook than a formal encyclope-
dia. However, any textbook in eleven volumes will find many
uses as an encyclopedia. In industrial chemistry, the Oxford
Science of Petroleum has issued four supplements dealing with
crude oils, synthetic products, refinery products, and the
world's oil fields, which help to keep the worker in petroleum
technology abreast of the recent developments.
Another encyclopedia dealing directly with chemical engi-
neering is H. W. Cremer's Chemical Engineering Practice, be-
gun in 1956, and scheduled for completion in twelve volumes.
This is a monograph -type treatment by broad topics which
claims to differ from Kirk-Othmer and Ullmann in being more
broadly concerned with underlying principles than with the spe-
cific processes in chemical technology. Another industrial
chemistry work which serves as an encyclopedia is the second
edition of the Colour Index in four volumes. This has become
the standard work on the subject in the English language.
In 1952, two electrical engineering encyclopedias made
their appearance, one in England and one in this country. The
American work, E.S. Lincoln's Industrial Commercial Elec-
trical Reference, is a new edition of a one volume work de-
signed for the people who handle electrical problems incident
to industrial and commercial plant production. In the intro-
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duction the authors firmly maintain that most electrical engi-
neering reference books give little attention to operating and
maintenance problems which require continuous attention daily
and that this work is specifically designed for such purposes.
Arranged by sections from A-Z, well-printed, and eminently
practical-looking, the book would seem to meet the editors'
claim. The English work by S. J.Stubbs, New Electrical En-
cyclopedia, in four volumes, claims to be the only alphabeti-
cal encyclopedia of electrical practice. It, too, is a practical
appearing work with many plates, working diagrams, and il-
lustrations of electrical equipment and machinery. For a li-
brary which can afford it both titles would be useful. If only
one can be had the American title should be the first purchase.
An ambitious one volume Focal Encyclopedia of Photogra-
phy was published in England in 1956. It contains 1,200 double
column pages and deals with the techniques, art and business
of photography. It aims to be a comprehensive reference source
easy to consult, and free of obsolete information. Throughout,
particular attention is paid to subjects about which information
is not easily found elsewhere. Obvious emphasis is on British
practice but where the dominant research or practice is of
American origin, the relevant articles have been contributed
by Americans. It is well- illustrated with line drawings and
photographs, has many cross references, and an occasional
book or article is cited. It is a good buy at $15. 00.
A reference book and an encyclopedia which would be hard
to classify is Geoffrey Grigson's Things; A Volume of Objects
Devised by Man's Genius Which Are the Measure of His Civili-
zation. This rather unusual book was published in New York
by Hawthorn books but is an English work. It deals literally
with "Things" from A to Z--from the Aeolian harp, the aero-
plane, and artificial limbs to zip-fasteners. It discusses the
invention of the wheel, the first smelters of iron, with much
emphasis upon early history. The bothersome question about
the origin of doll houses; the divining rod; the dental drill;
Christmas trees and Christmas cards; the magnet, margarine,
razors, smoking pipes, and safety pins may well be answered
from this interesting compilation. Description of each item
runs from one column to several pages.
In many fields of engineering the old "Handbooks" have
taken on weight and have become encyclopedic, excellent
sources for summarized, condensed information, including in
some cases, bibliographies with the same pertinence and use-
fulness as those in full-scale encyclopedias. An interesting
modern phenomenon is the appearance of very comprehensive
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and competent handbooks in such special fields of engineering
as electric lighting, plastics, plant engineering, production
engineering, maintenance engineering, safety engineering,
automotive engineering, and many others. Such a title would
be Lloyd Hunter's Handbook of Semiconductor Electronics
which is concerned with a relatively new field and attempts to
gather in one place all the major principles of semiconductor
electronics. This is intended for the specialist with previous
background in physics. Colvin V. Davis 1 Handbook of Applied
Hydraulics would be another example of a book designed for a
special audience- -both the student and the engineer. It contains
basic data and theoretical discussions as well as almost com-
plete texts on water supply, sewerage, waterpower, etc.
Miners' Handbook of Engineering Materials is designed for
engineers and not for the layman because it assumes basic
technical knowledge. It can be contrasted with another hand-
book in the same field: Brady's Materials Handbook which is
designed for the purchasing agent or executive without techni-
cal background looking for short, simple descriptions of ma-
terials in dictionary style. An extreme example of the first
mentioned type of handbook might be the ASME Handbook in
four volumes, begun in 1953. This work is intended for use by
practicing design and research engineers but the complexity of
preparation for engineering now being what it is, the editors
claim it can be used by advanced engineering students.
A quite different handbook from these already mentioned
is one that should gladden the hearts of all reference librarians,
Edited by William Spector, it is called the Handbook of Bio-
logical Data. It gathers and compiles basic established data
in the biological and medical sciences. It is intended for the
harried reference librarian; for the student; for the teacher;
and for the expert looking for information outside his own area
of specialization. There are facts here, too, which will settle
many a dispute which ends up with a telephone call to the near-
est reference library. It will provide, for example, informa-
tion on the following: the life span of the Moorish Wall Gecko,
or the American Alligator; the body temperature of the North-
ern Horned Lark; the respiration rate per minute of a hiber-
nating long-eared bat; gestation period of the horse, or ele-
phant, or Asian rhinoceros; tolerance to extreme heat and cold
by the canary; or the clocked speed of the kangaroo.
The tables included represent the contributions of more
than 4,000 scientists and the counsel of an additional 13,000.
Much of the data which is condensed for the handbook will ap-
pear, and is appearing in monograph form, such as the
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Standard Values in Nutrition and Metabolism and the Handbook
of Toxicology, vol. 1.
The field of physics has generally depended upon other
disciplines for handbook material covering condensed physical
data, such as that found in the Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics or Lange's Handbook of Chemistry. For systematic
treatment of its logical areas it has usually depended upon Ger-
man works such as the Handbuch der Physik or upon many of
the excellent monographs and treatises available in the field.
However, this year the American Institute of Physics published
a handbook which should become an important working tool in
research, application, and the teaching of physics. It is di-
vided into the following areas: mathematical aids to computation;
mechanics; acoustics; heat; electricity and magnetism; optics;
atomic and molecular physics; nuclear physics; and has an ex-
cellent index. In 1955, Donald H. Menzel wrote another badly
needed book in this area, Fundamental Formulas of Physics.
Here are the basic formulas of mathematical physics, covering
general physics as well as cross-field disciplines where phys-
ics touches upon chemistry, astronomy, meteorology, biology,
and electronics. This is a collective work by experts, intend-
ed, as so often is the case, not only for the specialist in the
field, but for other scientists working in related fields. Here
would be the logical place to look for gravitational constants,
for Maxwell's field equations, for the Lorentz transformation;
and for the many physical expressions much in the air these
days.
For the professional and the specialist in other fields who
needs to turn to physics and electronics for information, the
International Dictionary of Physics and Electronics defines
laws, relationships, equations, basic principles and concepts,
as well as the most widely used instruments and apparatus.
Generally, it gives short, simple skeleton definitions but is
quite broad in its coverage of terms. Most useful for just this
purpose and no more.
Another class of reference materials in science which has
grown to large proportions in the fifties is the "Annual Review.
Such "Reviews" give a condensed account or survey of the work
in a special field and note certain advances made during the
year. In many cases they provide fine starting bibliographies
for topics and subjects which are so recent or so special that
they are difficult to track down in the usual channels. But here
again, current developments are often so rapid and the quan-
tity of the literature so great, that even the most competent
researchers cannot keep up with it. These "Annual Reviews"
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help also to keep up with borderline areas just outside one's
own field. For the non- specialist librarian they help to point
out general trends, outstanding developments, and will often
serve to orient him in an unfamiliar field. This type of review
appeared very early in the scientific literature, in 1795, but
after 1890 they seemed to lose their importance as the large
abstracting journals came into the picture. Now the reviews
come into their own once again and throughout the last decade,
;
one after another title has made its appearance. Three pub-
! Ushers have specialized in these "Annual Reviews": Academic
',
Press in New York; Annual Reviews, Incorporated in Stanford,
! California; and the Pergamon Press in London and New York.
Columbia University. Science Libraries. Science Refer-
ence Notes, vol. 1, no. 1, Jan. 1954. Quarterly.
Periodical Abstracts and Guides to "Reports"
Bulletin Signaletique. Paris, 1956. (Formerly Bulletin
Analytique, 1940-55.)
Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Institute Nauchnoi Informatissi.
[eferativnyi Zhurnal. (A series of Russian abstracting tools in
,
astronomy and geodesy, biology, physics, geology and geogra-
phy, chemistry, biological chemistry, mathematics and me-
chanics. )
Bibliography of Translations jrom Russian Scientific and
Technical Literature. (Scientific Translations Center). No. 1-
Oct. 1953- Washington Library of Congress Card Division.
Monthly. $3. 00 per year.
Special Libraries Association. Translation Monthly.
Chicago, John Crerar Library, 1955.
Great Britain. Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search. Translated Contents Lists of Russian Periodicals .
London, 1949-.
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U.S. Office of Technical Services. U.S. Government Re-
search Reports. (Formerly Bibliography of Scientific and In-
dustrial Reports , and Bibliography of Technical Reports.)
1946-.
Runge, Gretchen, ed. Correlation Index: Document Series
and P. B. Reports. Special Libraries Association, 1953.
Technical Information Service. Index to P. B. Reports.
Washington Technical Information Service, 732 Woodward
Building, Washington 5, D. C. $27.50.
U.S. Armed Services Technical Information Agency.
Title Announcement Bulletin. Washington, ASTIA, 1953.
(For distribution to contractors only. )
Rand Corporation. Index of Publications. Annual, 1955-
Technisches Zentralblatt. . . Berlin, Akademiie- Verlag,
1951~ . Monthly.
British Abstracts
.(Discontinued in 1953) Succeeded by:
Journal of Applied Chemistry. London, 1954, large abstract
section.
Current Chemical Papers. London, 1954- .
Analytical Abstracts. London, 1954- .
Meteorological Abstracts and Bibliography. American
Meteorological Society, 1950.
Geophysical Abstracts. U.S. Geological Survey, 1950- .
Synthetic Liquid Fuel Abstracts. U.S. Bureau of Mines,
1950- .
Crerar Metals Abstracts. Chicago, John Crerar Library,
1952- .
Geological Abstracts. American Geological Society, 1953- .
Sources of Abstracts
Besterman, T. Index Bibliographicus. vol.1, Science and
Technology. UNESCO, 1952.
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Special Libraries Association. Bibliography of Engineer-
ing and Abstracting Services. (Bibliography no. 9) New York,
Special Libraries Association, 1955.
Royal Society of London. List of Periodicals and Bulle-
tins Containing Abstracts Published in Great Britain. London,
1950.
Union Catalogs of Periodicals
Australia. Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Re-
search Organization. Union Catalogue of the Scientific and
Technical Periodicals in the Libraries of Australia. 2nd ed.
Melbourne, 1951.
UNESCO. East Asia Science Cooperation Office. List of
Scientific and Technical Journals Published in South East Asia .
rev. ed.~l^anila7~PhTlippine Islands, UNESCO, 1951. 2nd ed.
1953.
U.S. Library of Congress. Science Division. Scientific and
Technical Serial Publications: Soviet Union, 1945-1953. Wash-
ington, 1954.
U.S. Library of Congress. Science Division. Scientific
and Technical Serial Publications: United States, 1950-1953.
Washington, 1954.
World Lists of Scientific Periodicals Published in the
Years, 1900-1950. 3d ed. London and New York, Academic
Press, 1952. $T?. 00.
British Union Catalogue of Periodicals. . . New York and
London, Academic Press, 1955- . $32.20.
General Bibliography of Science
Hawkins, R.R. Scientific,Medical and Technical Books
Published in the U.S.A. Washington, National Research Coun-
cil. 1st supplement, 1945-48, 1950; 2nd supplement, 1949-52,
1953.
ASLIB. British Scientific and Technical Books, 1935-
1952. London, 1956.
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Guides to Special Areas of Scientific and Technical Lite rature
Jenkins, Frances B. Science Reference Sources. Cham-
paign, Illini Union Bookstore, 1954.
Fleming, Thomas P. Guide to the Literature of Science.
New York, Columbia University, 1952.
History of Science
Sarton, George. Guide to the History of Science. Waltham,
Massachusetts, Chronica Botanica Company, 1952. $7.50.
Thornton, J. L. Scientific Books, Libraries and Collec-
tions. London, 1954.
Weeks, Mary E. Discovery of the Elements. 6th ed.
Easton, Pennsylvania, Journal of Chemical Education, 1956.
Terek, Eugenie. Scientific Expeditions. Jamaica, New
York, Queens Borough Public Library, 1952.
Nissen, Claus. Die Botanische Buchillustration, Ihre
Geschichte und Bibliographic. Stuttgart, 1951-52. 2v.
Physics Guides
Whitford, Robert. Physics Literature. Washington,
Scarecrow Press, 1954. $5.00.
Guides to Chemical Literature
American Chemical Society. Division of Chemical Litera-
ture. Searching the Chemical Literature. Advances in Chem-
istry, series no. 4. 1951.
Dyson, George. Short Guide to Chemical Literature. Lon-
don, Longmans, 1951. $2.00.
Crane, E.J.,
_et_jil. Guide to the Literature of Chemistry.
2nd ed. New York,
~w!Fey, 1957. $9.50.
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Geology Guides
Pearl, R. M. jGuid_to_tiie Geologic Literature. . . New
York, McGraw-Hill, 195l7~$5775~.
Mason, Brian. Ttve Lj^e ratu r e o f Ge ok)g y . New York,
Author c/o American Museum of Natural History, 1953.
B iol ogy , Ps ychology
_and_ jrte die ine Guides
Smith, R.C. Guide to the Literature f the_Z^olog_icaj.
S_ci_ence_s_. 2nd ed. Minneapolis, Burgess Publishing Company,
1952. $2.50.
Doe, Janet. Handbook of Medical Library Practice. 2nd
ed. Chicago, American Library Association, 1956. $10.00.
Daniel, Roberts., and Louttits , C.M. Professional Prob-
lems in Psychology. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1953. (Has
two sections constituting a guide to the literature of psychol-
ogy. ) $5.95.
Harvard List of Books in Psychology. New ed. Harvard
Un ive r s ity , 1 95 5 . $1750."
Menninger, Karl A. A Guide to Psychiatric Books. 2nd
ed. New York, Grune and Stratton, 1956. $4. 75.
Metallurgy
Milek, John T. Guide to Foreign Sources of Metallurgical
Lite rajtur e . Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Richard Rimbach As-
sociates, 1951.
Special Bibliographic s (Examples^)
BibljLogjaphy of Solid Adsorbents^ _ 19^3 _to_l 953 . Wa shing -
ton, U.S. National Bureau of Standards, 1956.
Murray, Margaret R. Bibliography of Research in^^Tis-
sue Culture, 1884-1950; An Introduction to the Literature of
the" Livlng"CeH~Cultivate d~in Vitro. 1953. $24.
Nottingham, Wayne B. Bibliography on Physical Elec-
tronics. Cambridge, 1954. $10.00.
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Arctic Institute of North America. Artie Bibliography.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1953-55. 7v. (in
progress).
U. S. Bureau of Aeronautics. Department of Navy. Ant-
arctic Bibliography. Washington, Government Printing Office,
1951.
Brown, Harrison. A Bibliography on^ Meteorites. Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1953. (in progress) . $12.50.
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Inc. A Bibli-
ography of Infantile Paralysis, 1789-1949. 2nd ed. PhTladeT-
phia, Pennsylvania, Lippincott, 1951. $20.00.
Shock, Nathan W. A Classified Bibliography of Geron-
tology and Geriatrics. Stanford, California, Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 195f. $15.00.
Irwin, Raymond. British Bird Books; An Index to British
Ornithology, A. D. 1481 to A. D. 1948. London, Grafton, 1951.
63s.
Waksman, Selman A. Literature of Streptomycin, 1944-_52.
2nd ed. New Brunswick, New Jersey, Rutgers University
Press, 1952. $5.00.
Lederle Laboratories. The Aureornjfcin Bibliography and
Index. New York, 1952.
Stephens, Sophie V. Annotated Bibliography in Radio
Biology. Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission, Technical Information Service, 1953.
United Nations. Secretariat. Department of Security
Council Affairs. Atomic Energy Commission Group. An Inter-
national Bibliography of Atomic Energy. New York, 1949-52.
2v. and supplement.
Boswell, Jane E. Bibliography of Current Materials
Dealing with Atomic Power and Related Atomic En e rgy Sub -
jects for Non-specialists and Lay Persons. 1955.
Haughton, John. Constitutional Diagrams of Alloys; A
Bibliography. 2nd ed. London, Institute of Metals, 1956. 35s.
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American Geophysical Union. Annotated Bibliography on
Hydrology, 1941-50. Washington, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1951.
Lovell, E.G., and Hall, R.M. Index to Handicrafts. 3rd
supplement. Boston, Faxon, 1950. $7.50.
Lincoln, Waldo. American Cookery Books, 1742-1860.
Worcester, American Antiquarian Society, 1954. $8.00.
Riling, Raymond. Guns and Shooting; A Selected Bibliog-
raphy. New York, Greenberg, 1951. $15.00.
Encyclopedias and Encyclopedic Works
Handbuch der Physik. Berlin. Springer, 1955- .
Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. Edited by R. E.
Kirk and Donald F. Othmer. 15v. New York, Interscience,
1947-56.
Thorpe's Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. London, New
York, Longmans, Green, 1954. 12v. 4th ed.
Ullmann's Encyklopadie der Technischen Chemie. 3rd ed.
Urban & Schwarzenberg, Munich & Berlin, 1951- .
Porter, M. W. The Barker Index of Crystals. Cambridge,
1951- . 90s.
Clark, G. L. The Encyclopedia of Chemistry. New York,
Reinhold, 1957. $19.50.
Mueller, Eugene. Methoden der Organischen Chemie. 4th
ed. Stuttgart, 1953- .
Sneed, M. C. , et al. Comprehensive Inorganic Chemistry.
6v. New York, Van No strand, 1953- . $6. 00 each.
Heilbron, I. Dictionary of Organic Compounds. 4v. New
York, Oxford, 1953. $100.00.
Rodd, E.H. Chemistry of Carbon Compounds. 5v. New
York, Van Nostrand, 1951. Individually priced.
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Cremer, H.W. Chemical Engineering Practice. 13v. Ne 1
York, Academic Press, 1956- .
Society of Dyers and Colourists. Colour Index. 2nd ed.
2v. Lowell, Massachusetts, 1956.
Die Wissenschaftliche und Angewandte Photographie.
Wien, Springer, 1955- .
Lincoln, E.S. Lincoln's Industrial Commercial Electri-
cal Reference. 2nd ed. New York, Electrical Modernization
Bureau, Inc. , 1952.
Stubbs, S. J. New Electrical Encyclopedia. 4v. London,
Waverley, 1953.
Focal Encyclopedia of Photography. London and New York,
Focal Press, 1956~."$T575?7~
Grig son, Geoffrey. Things; A Volume_of^ Gbjjscts ^Devised
by Man's Genius Which jare the Measure of His Civilization.
New York, Hawthorn, 19"57~$l2 . 50."
Handbooks
Hunter, Lloyd. Handbook of Semiconductor Electronics.
New York, McGraw-Hill, 195~6~ $12.~0~oT~
Davis, Calvin. Handbook of Applied Hydraulics. 2nd ed.
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1952. ~~$l"67oo7~"
Miner, D.F. Handbook of Engineering Materials. New
York, Wiley, 1955. $17.50"7~
Brady, G.S. Materials Handbook. 7th ed. New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1951. $12.50.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. ASME Hand-
book. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1953. 4v. $46. 50.
~~
Spector, William S. Handbook of Biological Data. Phila-
delphia, Saunders, 1956. $7.50.
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American Institute of Physics Handbook. New York,
MeGraw -Hill
,
1 95 7 . $1 5 . 00 .
Menzel, Donald H. Fundamental Formulas of Physics.
New York, Prenti c e - Hall7T95 5~. $l67~fext~ed~.'$12^0o7~
Inte^-nat ional Di c tionar y of Physics and Electronics. New
Yo rlT^aiTNostrandrT956". $22 750 7
"
Annual Revi ew s
Annual Review JLE"tompj)gy. 1956- . $7.00.
' 1950-51- .
Annual Re
vi^ewojFJNuclear Science . 1952- . $7.00.
Annual Review of plant
JE^hj^sioj.ogy, 1950- . $7.00.
Annual R e vie w^>f Psychology, 1950- . $7.00.
Annual Review of Psychoanalysis, 1950- .
Antibiotics Annual . $9.00.
Progress in Cosmic Physics, 1952- .
Progress inJLow Temperature Physics. 1955- . $10.00.
Progress in Photography, 1949-50- . $7.00.
jr^rogress in Semiconductors, 1956- .
Advances in Chemical Engineering, 1956- . $9.00.
Advances in Agronomy, 1950- . $12.00.
Advances in Cancer Rj^seajrch, 1953- . $11.00.
Advances in Virus R each, 1953- . $9.00.
International Review of Cytology, 1952- . $16.00.
Progress in Biophysics and Biophysical Chemistry, 1950-
71o7~
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Soviet Annual Review of Biochemistry. 1951- .
Progress in Coal Science . 1950- . $6.40.
Review o^ Coal Tar Technology. 1950- .
Advances in Geophysics. 1952- . $10.00
Progress in the Ch^mis^ry^_c^^^s__aj^^)t2i_
1953-". $147ob7~~
Annual Review of Nuclear Science^ 1953- . $7. 00.
Annual Review of Physical Chemistry. 1950- . $7.00.
Progress in Nuclear Energy. 1956- . $12.60.
Progress in Nucleajr Physj.cs. 1951- .
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